3. Since pagination is not always stable in an e-book, use chapter numbers instead of page numbers.
4. A doi (Digital Object Identifier) is a unique number assigned to electronically published articles or books.
CITING SOURCES IN CHICAGO STYLE
A GUIDE FOR STUDENTS

Print Anthology: Long Note
An anthology is a collection of writings by different authors.
Footnote number. First Name Last Name, ed. Title of Book (Place of publication: Publisher, Year of publication), page number.


Print Anthology: Short Note
Footnote number. Last Name, ed. [shortened] Title of Book, page number.


Print Anthology: Bibliography
Last Name, First Name, ed. Title of Book. Place of publication: Publisher, Year of publication.


Journal Article: Long Note
Footnote number. First Name Last Name, "Title of Article," Journal of Title Volume Number, Issue Number (Year of Publication): Page Number.


Journal Article: Short Note
Footnote number. Last Name, [shortened] "Title of Article," Page Number.


Journal Article: Bibliography


Newspaper Article: Long Note
Footnote number. First Name Last Name, Title of Article. Newspaper Title (City, State Abbreviation), Date of Publication: Page Number.


Newspaper Article: Short Note
Footnote number. Last Name, [shortened] "Title of Article."

6. Richardson, "Students Languish."

Essay/Chapter/Article in a Print Anthology: Long Note
Footnote number. Author's Name, "Title of Essay/Chapter/Article," in Title of Book, ed. Editor's Name (Place of publication: Publisher, Year of publication), page number.


Essay/Chapter/Article in a Print Anthology: Short Note
Footnote number. Author's Name, [shortened] "Title of Essay/Chapter/Article," page number.


Essay/Chapter/Article in a Print Anthology: Bibliography
Author's Last Name, First Name. "Title of Essay/Chapter/Article." In Title of Book, ed. Editor's Name, Inclusive pages of essay/chapter/article. Place of publication: Publisher, Year of publication.


Journal Article: Bibliography
Last Name, First Name. "Title of Article." Magazine Title, Date of Publication.


UNPUBLISHED PRINT SOURCES (ARCHIVES OR SPECIAL COLLECTIONS)
Unpublished Text: Long Note
First Name Last Name, "Title of Unpublished Material." Date, Collection Name, Collection Number, Box Number, Folder Number, Archive Name, Archive Location.


Unpublished Text: Short Note
Last Name, "Title of Unpublished material," Andujar, "Letter to Joan Smith."

Unpublished Text: Bibliography
Collection Name, Collection Number. Archive Name, Archive Location.

Andujar Papers, AR125, Special Collections, Central Library, The University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, Texas.

Multimedia Sources
Film: Long Note
Footnote number. Title of Work, directed by First Name Last Name (Year of theatrical release). Place of Publication: Studio or Distributor, Year of Video release: Format.


Film: Short Note
Footnote number. Title of Work. Format.

8. Muppet Movie.

Film: Bibliography
Title of Work. Directed by First Name Last Name. Year of release. Place of Publication: Studio or Distributor, Year of Video release: Format.

Title of Work. Directed by First Name Last Name. Year of release. Place of Publication: Studio or Distributor, Year of Video release: Format.


Presentations (Lectures, Meeting Papers)
Class Lecture: Long Note
First Name Last Name, "Presentation Title" (presentation type, Event, Sponsor, City, Date Conducted).


Class Lecture: Short Note
Last Name, [shortened] "Presentation Title." Date Conducted.


Class Lecture: Bibliography Note
First Name Last Name, First Name. "Presentation Title." Presentation Type, Event, Sponsor, City, Date Conducted.


Online Sources
Web Page: Long Note
Footnote number. First Name Last Name, "Title of Web Page," Publishing Organization and/or Name of Website, Publication date [if no publication date, put access date]. URL.


Web Page: Short Note
Last Name, [shortened] "Title of Web Page."

9. Welsh, "Humans to Mars."

Web Page: Bibliography
Last Name, First Name. "Title of Web Page." Publishing Organization and/or Name of Website. Publication date [if no publication date, put access date]. URL.


1. For Place of Publication, if the location of city is generally known, you do not need to provide the state. Ex. New York City.
2. If a journal or newspaper title starts with The, leave that out. Ex. New York Times.
3. If an anthology is a collection of writings by different authors, you should list each author's name and the title of each piece they have written. Ex. Smith, John. "The Black Slave Trade." In American Babel, ed. Marc Shell (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 2002), 91-97.
4. If a journal or newspaper title starts with The, leave that out. Ex. New York Times.
5. If a journal or newspaper title starts with The, leave that out. Ex. New York Times.
8. If a journal or newspaper title starts with The, leave that out. Ex. New York Times.
10. If a journal or newspaper title starts with The, leave that out. Ex. New York Times.